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Abstract
The diploma thesis called "Motives and Results of The Great Terror in the USSR
1936-1938 in historic  discussion" analyzes in broad terms progression of  the
scientific  discussion  in  an  international  scientific  world  on  one  of  the  most
important of Soviet history. It means bloody purges in late thirties.
In  the  strict  sense  the  diploma thesis  has  to  assess  two  aspects  of  world’s
scholarship on this topic. Motives of the great purges and results of repressive
policy in qualitative and quantitative terms. A special attention is to be given to a
problem of eventual ideological approach of scholars.
This paper has to present a main trends in global research of “The Great Terror”
and stalinism respectively too. Next: to study an effect of objective circumstancies
on the research (particularly fall of the USSR and so called archive revolution in
1991). A final part writes on contemporary achievement in a global research and
on meanings of narrow problems 1936-1938 in a stalinism research in whole. Last
word is dedicated to an relations of academia public to changes in terms of an
official interpretations of history of stalinism in the Russian Federation.
